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At one point or another, every postgraduate student ponders the post-HDS 
(higher degree study) path. Some think about this intensively, planning every 
step of their path so when they do finally finish our higher degree, they have a 
clear sense of what the next step will be. Others undertake higher degree 
research with the intended purpose of gaining a significant promotion in their 
employment. If you are anything like me, neither of these options fit. When I 
graduated with my PhD, I had thought a little about post-HDS options but not too 
much. And I had certainly not considered this early in my studies. There were so 
many things to consider in deciding which path was best for me (as well as for 
my family). The main issue to consider, of course, was what the options actually 
were. In our final instalment in our discussions of postgraduate issues, I will 
engage with three of the main pathways and the key issues and things to think 
about that are associated with these pathways. 
 It is almost assumed now that higher degree research students will work 
towards an academic position after their degree. I would suggest that this can be 
an erroneous assumption given that so many higher degree students now look 
for post-HDS employment elsewhere because of the highly competitive academic 
job market. The options available outside academe will entirely depend on the 
area in which the student has done their higher study and the types of skills that 
the employer is looking for. Many options are demonstrated in our membership 
directory with TASA. We have sociologists that have completed higher degree 
study working in many different areas. Three outcomes seem to be the most 
common though. Firstly, some sociologists work as researchers for industry, 
government and non-government organisations in content areas directly related 
to the content of their higher degree study. Secondly, some sociologists are 
working in completely different content areas but are using the research skills 
they have gained to do short-term consultancy research for industry, government 
and non-government organisations. Thirdly, some sociologists move into 
industry, government and non-government organisations that simply want 
someone with very specific research skills to do research for their organisation in 
a full-time capacity. All these are possibilities after higher degree study. You can 
be strategic in how you find your ‘dream job’ outside academe. Seek out people 
that work in areas similar to your area of expertise and find out about possible 
employment opportunities with their and other organisations that they might know 
of. Similarly, have a look over job sites like those offered by Australian Public 
Service (http://www.apsjobs.gov.au/) to learn about opportunities that are 
available. 
 For those who want a career in academia, the best thing you can do is 
hook yourselves up with an academic in your area. This will most likely be your 
supervisor, if you have one during your course of study, but it may also be an 
academic that you have done teaching/research work for, or it could be an 
academic that you particularly enjoyed interacting with during your studies. 
These will be people in the know: they will know when positions are going to be 
advertised. They will also be able to advise you on how you can carve out a 
career path in academia. What skills/experience will a potential employer look for 
when hiring? How much diversity do employers look for in this experience? How 
do you fill the ‘gaps’ in your CV? If you are not so fussed with combining teaching 
with research, they may also be able to advise you on upcoming employment 
opportunities as a researcher in your area. Mentoring like this is of vital 
importance in academia because different academic contexts can have different 
requirements. 
 The third option specifically for post-PhDs is a postdoctoral fellowship. 
These can be more difficult to garner depending on your circumstances. They 
are widely available in different forms, some requiring more work than others. 
Postdoctoral fellowships are available through various universities (and some 
government departments) in Australia and internationally. The best way to apply 
for one of these is to approach an academic in your area whose ideas match up 
with your own and whose institution offers a postdoctoral fellowship scheme. You 
can then approach the academic to discuss your idea with them prior to the 
funding round, as they will need to support your application and be willing to 
supervise you should your application be successful. You will then need to write 
the proposal hopefully with support from the supervising academic. Postdoctoral 
fellowships may also be made available by your supervisor or another academic 
you know. You may have a supervisor/academic that has the capacity and 
standing in your discipline to ‘write you in’ a postdoctoral fellowship to a grant 
application that they are submitting. You can be strategic in this way, and even 
bring together a ‘dream team’ of academics to be part of the project and to assist 
you with writing the proposal, but this path always depends on whether or not the 
project is funded. Postdoctoral fellowships are also advertised, particularly in the 
Higher Education supplement of The Australian. This means that an academic 
has been successful in gaining a grant and has written in a fellowship. You will 
need to write an application to be considered for this fellowship as you would in 
other forms of employment. Probably one of the most competitive forms of 
postdoctoral fellowship are those supported by national research funding like the 
ARC and NHMRC. Here you would develop an ARC or NHMRC proposal as a 
sole investigator and ‘write in’ a postdoctoral fellowship for yourself. You can 
apply for these fellowships directly as a post-PhD researcher but you need to 
have some form of institutional affiliation to do this. All of these options are good 
ones for post-PhDs and are certainly worth the effort, even if they are highly 
competitive. 
If there is one piece of advice that I can offer it would be this: think right 
from the start of your higher degree about why you are doing the degree. It is 
never too early to consider your career options after your higher degree. If you 
have thought about this carefully, you will have a much better sense of what 
outcome you are aiming for in doing the degree. Even if you haven’t thought 
much about this, it is never too late to start considering your post-HDS plan. 
Networking is all important in this regard as the people you get to know, at 
conferences like the annual TASA conference, could be the people that send you 
an email to invite you to apply for a position or to inform you of a position that has 
been advertised. The more you think about it, the more strategic you can be to 
make this work for you. 
 
